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I. Preparation  

A. What   words   go   with   which   sound?   Country   clues   based   on   the   syllables   you   hear?  

B. Instead   of   reading   notes,   musicians   often   use   syllables   to   learn   a   piece   of   music.   

These   syllables   reflect   a   musical   art   form   called   Taiko   drumming  

C. Teacher   plays   w/no   speech.   Students   respond   with   the   proper   syllables  

1. Teacher   plays   4   beat   patterns   w/   speech.   Students   respond   with   body   percussion  

Don:   pat Kara:   snap Click:   clap  

2. Gradually   work   to   the   patterns   in   the   composition  

II. Imitation  

A. Teacher   chants   syllables   and   performs   the   first   line   w/body   percussion   

B. Start   over   every   time   and   add   another   line.   S   perform   whole   thing   BP.   T   on   drum   acc  

 

III. Exploration  

A. To   the   drums!    Partners   hold   hand   drums.   

B. Ring   a   gong   to   signal   the   switch   with   partner  

 

IV. Improvisation:   Q   &   A  

A. Question:   Don   Kara   Don   Kara  

B. Answer:   2   beat   improv   solo   

 

V. Perform:    Intro   -   A:   Main   Rhythm   -   Gong   (switch)   -   B:   Q+A   -   Gong   (switch)   -   A:   Main   Rhythm  

___________________________________________________________________________________  

 

TIME   TO   CELEBRATE!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From    Rhythmische   Ubung    Pg.  

13   #52   by   Gunild   Keetman  

Words   written   by   Sue   Keeble  

Prep:  

Listen   (all   claps).    What   syllables   do   I   clap   on?   (All   of   them!)   

Echo   each   line Add   a   pat   to   bold   words   (left   hand   stays   up,   right   hand   does   all   the   work)  

Add   a   stomp   to   bold   words.   Clap   the   rest  

Play:  

T   plays   whole   piece   on   drum   (hitting   bass   on   bold   words) S   only   stomp   on   the   bold   

Repeat:   students   travel   forward   on   the   stomp.   Freeze   and   clap   the   other   words  

Perform:  

Demonstrate   hand   drum   technique   (down   with   thumb   on   bold,   swipe   up   other   words)  

Practice   on   instruments.   T   plays   a   steady   quarter   note   on   a   big   low   drum  

Add   the   move   forward   

Create   a   battle! A:   Group   one   (retreat   back   on   the   second   stanza)  

A1:   Group   two   (retreat   back   on   the   second   stanza)  

A2:   Both   groups   go   through   each   other  
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POP!   
From:    RHYTHMISCHE   UBUNG:   PAGE   6   #16    by   Gunild   Keetman   

 
I   like   soda,   I   like   soda   pop  (fizz,   fizz,   fizz)  

You   like   soda,   you   like   soda   pop    (fizz,   fizz,   fizz)  
We   like   soda,   we   like   soda   pop,   oh   yes   we   do    (oh   yes   we   do)   

Yum   yum!  
Process  

A. Prep  
1. Listen.   T   chants+performs   Body   Perc.   Who   likes   soda?   (I,   You,   We)   
2. Echo   each   line.   
3. Whole   thing   body   percussion  
4. Add   a   clap   on   “pop”   and   “Yum   Yum”  
5. Two   part   canon   with   teacher   on   bucket  
6. Two   part   canon   Body   perc.   Kids   ½   and   ½  
7. show   on   drum:   all   words   on   bass   (center)   “Pop”=   Rim,    Parenthesis:   rest   “think  

words”  
B. Practice   and   perform  

1. Intro :   (teacher   on   cowbell)   “I   like   soda,   I   like   soda,   here   we   go”  
2. A:    Main   Rhythm:   Unison  
3. Transition:    (teacher   on   cowbell)   “What   kind   of   soda   pop   do   you   drink?”  
4. B:    Question    “one   soda,   two   soda”    Answer:   4   beat   improv   solo  ½   class  
5. Intro:    (teacher   on   cowbell)   “I   like   soda,   I   like   soda,   here   we   go”  
6. A:    Main   Rhythm:   two   part   canon  
7. Transition :   (teacher   on   cowbell)   “What   kind   of   soda   pop   do   you   drink?”  
8. B:    Question    “one   soda,   two   soda”    Answer:   4   beat   improv   solo  ½   class  
9. Intro:    (teacher   on   cowbell)   “I   like   soda,   I   like   soda,   here   we   go”  
10. A:    Main   Rhythm:   Unison  
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